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Ncr brotherhood war reddit

11 commentsPage 2 11 comments So let's say with six years since 2281, NCR has managed to stabilize after the fallout of New Vegas events and for some reason, fraternity steel fallout 4 goes to war with them. Now, of course, we all know that Maxson's Fraternity has an air of superiority, in addition to better technology and weapons, and that most of NCR's infantry are
inexperienced conscripts, but that doesn't mean NCR doesn't have its fair share of veterans too. Heavy Troopers, Rangers, and First Recon Sharpshooters are all very horrible enemies, not to mention that the NCR military is much bigger than the Brotherhood. Who do you think will win the war? Page 2Placed by4 years ago 20 comments We really know a lot of this war fallout
world. The jist of what we did is that the fraternity had the upper hand at first, but quickly pushed back with NCR numbers. NCR rule surfaces and the fraternity holds bunkers with NCR even launching attacks on bunkers. Although the brother hood manages to cause an economic crisis destryoing there gold reserves that supported the NCR dollar. Personaly I think things are so
bad with the legion cause NCR needs to focus most of the human power back into the California fraternity. The legion mainly uses liar weapons and wave attacks on guys fortefied postures with weapons. The fraternity is well trained in a well-armered more advanced group. 2 18 comments Fallout 4 show that BoS soldiers can survive the jet flame from point blank. I don't
understand how a bunch of conscripted wearing fabric and using low-quality service guns can take a group of at least 1,000 super soldiers using laser guns (don't even get me started with other weapons) that can cut a man's entire arm off in one shot to go into hiding. They've threw like 1 billion soldiers at them since BoS is op as lore wise, just surpassed the enclave. 2 or 3 BoS
Paladins could possibly be a solo Hoover Dam. The only thing that can kill a paladin in ncr is veteran margin sniping them from 20 miles away in a weak spot with AMR. Or so just another case of Obsidian gassing NCR for no reason, even if realistic BoS would've been able to destroy every soldier they threw at them. Gotta love that magical piece of armor. BoS literally is better at
everything than NCR. They have better tactics, better weapons, better technology, better, armor, etc. Page 2 30 comments So from the lessons, it looks like NCR won the war, and the brotherhood is completely retreating and hiding. But even western elders have reconnected to the east, suppressing the Maxson cult, etc. Also, the fraternity isn't a priority anymore for NCR. What
do you think happened to the western brotherhood with fallout 4? Did NCR decide to finally solve the fraternity problem and siege on the Lost Hills? Will both sides call for a ceasefire to end hostilities? Is the brotherhood still hiding, and at the mercy of whatever administration comes to power? Also there I have read that Fallout 4, some traders mentioned NCR won the 2nd Battle
of Hoover Dam, but I've never seen video proof of it. Also, I'm kinda leaning towards ncr-good end nv. 2 22nd page comment What should I do to avoid war with a fraternity like NCR? Page 2 7 comments As far as I can understand, it seems like they just had a conflict of interest, and one thing led to another. On the one hand, this could be the result of the archaic point of view of
the brotherhood on the use of technology outside communities, which makes the existence of both countries difficult because of the growing sector of the CTR. On the other hand, the CTR is rapidly expanding and externally aggressive, even on the slight threat to its authority, not to mention a completely separate government within its borders. Is there any word on who shot the
first and why are we mostly in the dark about this one? They're side by side with their neighbors, so that members like Matthew easily get along. BOS knew their site and the need to change and adapt during the chosen one to interacted with them. Cooperation meant more territory and more territory meant more technology to scavenge. With regard to ETR, cooperation meant
more technology at their disposal so that they could continue to promote livelihoods and expand and mature their resources. (At this point, I assume that the High Elder just before the war was Jeremy Maxson) But it was an unfortunate consequence spiritually after the state of the High Elder, just like dying at Viper's poisoned spear nicking him in the cheek was not inevitable in
Maxson II, it was simply the result of hubris and inacity. My question is, what would the fraternity do the smart thing in consequence and continue working with NCR? One of the most obvious effects would be that NCR would be in a much better position given their gold reserves were not destroyed. Page 2 10 comments So I recently played NV and I was wearing NCR scout
armor, and I mistakenly went into the BoS shelter in a hidden valley, and they automatically started attacking me, which got me thinking how much does each faction hate each other? What are their quirks? Is there any point I get in the right direction about why this is? I'd very much appreciate it. Page 2 14 comments This is most likely out of the question of the west coast bos
ever successfully come to a truce with NCR, because even if they were to relinquish their more belligerent beliefs about no one can have technology at all, except for us, war years and both sides of the accidents would very likely form too much bad blood between the two factions, but what about the east coast? Arthur Maxson gave up more militant beliefs in favor of some sort of
best of both worlds type situation, helping civilians and getting rid of potential threats to the general populace, while also sticking to a mission at hand to collect/seize/destroy any technology in the wrong hands and letting it into those who are worthy. Given what we know both factions and their history, both as individuals and as two warring armies and also assuming that they even
ever come into contact with each other (which, given the imperialist nature of both, is not very unlikely), can they work together or at least exist at the same time? Are there any specific beliefs/ideologies either the group believes could hinder their relationship and make war inevitable? Page 2 of 29 comments
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